This paper deals with the problem of sequencing n jobs on a single machine. Associated with each job is its processing time and its deferral rate. In addition, a general precedence relation exists among jobs. The problem is to find the job sequence which is consistent with the preceden;e relation so as to minimize the sum of the deferral cost.
Introduction
We consider the problem of scheduling a set of jobs J = {I, 2, ... , n} to be processed on a single machine. Associated with job i is its processing time p. and its deferral rate order of non-decreasing ratio. This result is due originally to Smith [6] .
In this paper, we consider the abov'~ problem when some of the permutations of jobs are prohibited either by t,~chnological constraints or by exter-
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Sequencing of jobs in S* (Step 2).
These are fairly difficult to perform efficiently in the general case as will be seen in Example 1. [1] considered the same problem and gave an algorithm. His algorithm terminates when either the optimal sequence is found or when none of the transformations can be applied (in which case, the optimal sequence can not be found). An example of the latter case is shown in his paper.
Theorems and a New Algorithm
In this section, we give several theorems and a new algorithm to obtain a sequence minimizing the total cost subject to precedence constraints represented by a precedence graph G = (X, U). sequence. This completes our proof.
By an entirely analogous argument, we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 3. If processed after the string (I i , I j ). Hence, the precedence graph G = (X, U) must be altered by the following procedure:
Change X into X -{I.} -{I.} + {(I., I.)} and remove the arrow from I. We denote the resultant graph by GI{I., I.}.
'l-
J
We now generate a set C(G) from a precedence graph G = (X, U) by the following algorithm. In Theorem 4, we prove that an optimal sequence ----which minimizes the total cost subject to precedence constraints represented by a precedence graph G ----exists in C(G).
Algorithm.
Step O. Set B = A = 41,
LP., Step 6.
Step 5. Fix a node I~ in P(I~, G*) and make up a new node (I~, I~). Moreover,
and return to Step 1.
Step 6. Fix a node I~ in Q(Ij. G*) and rr~ke up a new node (Ij. I~). Moreover. Theorem 4. For the problem to minimize the total cost subject to precedence constraints represented by a precedence graph G = (X, U), there exists an optimal sequence in the set C(G).
Proof.
Step 1 in Algorithm is justified since there is an optimal sequence in C(G) from the results of Theorem 1 and Lemma 1. In Step 2, from Theorems 1 and 2, we can get an optimal sequence by removing the string It and the arrows starting from It. Similarly, Step 3 is justified from Theorems 1 and 3. In Step 5, each of the It in P(I1' G*) is considered, and thus, we can get an optimal sequence by means of Theorem 2. Similarly, Step 6 is justified from Theorem 3.
It follows, from Theorem 4, that we can get an optimal sequence by calculating the total cost for each sequence in C(G).
Remarks. Step 4, then we may get another set C(G). However, every C(G) contains an optimal sequence, and thus, it is sufficient to obtain one set C(G) generated by the a1g~rithm.
If the original precedence graph G is a collection of rooted trees, then
P(I~, G*) contains at most one node, and hence, we get C(G) with one t.
element. Thus, we can obtain an optimal sequence directly. In this case, our algorithm looks easier than the algorithm presented by Horn [4] .
An Example
In this section, we illustrate the algorithm given in the previous section by solving Example 1.
Step o. We for all I~ in G 1 9
Step 5 we go to Step 5.
Step 5. Since P(I B , G 2 ) = {IS' (1 6 , 1 9 )}, we make up two precedence graphs 
T Kurisu
First, starting from G 3 , we get sequences belonging to C(G 1 ).
Step 3. Since Q(G 3 ) = {I 7 }, we set A = (1 7 ) and get a precedence graph G S as shown in for all I~ in the current precedence graph G S and
) I = Ip{(I 6 , 1 9 ), Gs}l, we go to Step 5.
Step 5. Constituting a new string (1 3 , 1 6 , 1 9 ), we get a precedence graph G 6 = G51{I3, (1 6 , I 9 )} as indicated in Fig. 6 .
Step 4. We have
for all I~ in the current precedence graph G 6 and Ip(I 4 , G 6 ) I < IQ(I1' G 6 ) I, and so we again go to Step 5.
Step 5. Since P(I 4 , G 6 ) = {I 1 }, we make up a new string (1 1 , 14) and get a precedence graph G 7 as shown in Fig. 7 .
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Step 3. Since Q(G 7 ) = {(I 5 , IS)}' we set A = (1 5 , IS' 17) and get a preced- Step 1. It is easily seen that (1 3 , 1 6 , 1 9 , 11' 14' 1 2 ) is an optimal sequence for the precedence graph G S ' and thus, ITl = (3, 6, 9, 1, 4, 2, 5, s, 7) is an element in C(G l ).
Next, starting from G Step 5. We constitute a new string (IS' 1 6 , I g , 1 8
) and get a precedence graph G g as indicated in Fig. g . Step 5. Making up a new string (1 1 , I 4 ), we get a precedence graph G ll as shown in Fig. 11 .
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